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Able to understand the Physics settings on hyperPad

Successfully able to identify Objects & their functions

Able to complete Multiplayer tutorial - hyperPong, Part 1

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”

- Albert Einstein

HYPERPAD.COM

Learning Outcomes

PHYSICS ON HYPERPAD

Label Physics Properties 

Identify & elaborate Objects in the Physics Modes

Complete Multiplayer tutorial - hyperPong, Part 1

Assignment

What is physics?

How many physics objects are identified on hyperPad?

Are multiplayer games more fun? Why?

Discussion



DISCUSSION

"Remember that fear always
lurks behind perfectionism.”
David M. Burns
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What is physics?

How many physics objects are identified on hyperPad?

Are multiplayer games more fun? Why?

1.

2.

3.

Discussion
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What is physics?

How many physics objects are identified on hyperPad?

Are multiplayer games more fun? Why?

According to lumen (n.d.) "Physics is a natural science that involves the study

of matter and its motion through space and time, along with related

concepts such as energy and force."

In hyperPad, our physics settings help determine your games virtual

environment. There is a Physics Properties tab in the Object Properties which

allows you to quickly adjust various physics settings.

There are 3 type of physics identified on hyperPad.

1._Physics Object

When you select this option, your objects conform to the laws of physics. For

example, they will fall due to the force of gravity. They can also collide with

other Physics objects or Wall Objects.

2. Wall Object 

Wall objects will not move when bumped into and cannot be affected by

external forces. Wall objects typically have collision boundaries that are used

for buildings and the ground.

3. Scenery Object

Scenery objects have no collision boundaries and exist only as a graphic in

your scene. This essentially disables the physics engine for your object.

Discussion
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ASSIGNMENT

"In life, you're given a test that
teaches you a lesson.”
Tom Bodett
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Label Physics Properties
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A B C

_

_

_

_

_

A B C

D E



Identify & elaborate Objects 

In the Physics Modes

HYPERPAD.COM

A B C

When the switch is on, your

object has __ __________

boundaries and will ____

through other objects.

A. ______ Object

B. ____ Object

C. ________ Object

Physics Modes

The physics modes are

_______ that change the

way your object behaves

in your _____.



Label Physics Properties

HYPERPAD.COM

The friction of an object changes how easily/difficult it can slide

across other surfaces or objects. The higher/ lower the number, the

more slippery. This is hidden/ shown when the object is a Scenery

object.

The bounce value changes how bouncy your object is. If you set the

value too high/low, you object will be like a bowling ball.

This value sets the mass of an object. Smashing an object with low/

high mass towards an object with lower mass will have a much

larger/ lower impact. Think of a boulder colliding with a tennis ball.

PS both interacting objects friction values need to be taken into

consideration. Changing the friction of only one object may not give

you the desired effect.



Label Physics Properties
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Identify & elaborate Objects 

In the Physics Modes

HYPERPAD.COM

A B C

When the switch is on, your

object has no collision

boundaries and will pass

through other objects.

A. Physics Object

B. Wall Object

C. Scenery Object

Physics Modes

The physics modes are

toggles that change the

way your object behaves

in your scene.



Label Physics Properties

HYPERPAD.COM

The friction of an object changes how easily it can slide across other

surfaces or objects. The lower the number, the more slippery. This is

hidden when the object is a Scenery object.

The bounce value changes how bouncy your object is. If you set the

value too low, you object will be like a bowling ball.

This value sets the mass of an object. Smashing an object with high

mass towards an object with lower mass will have a much larger

impact. Think of a boulder colliding with a tennis ball.

Remember, that both interacting objects friction values need to be

taken into consideration. Changing the friction of only one object

may not give you the desired effect.
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Define Scenes in hyperPad

Define Overlays in hyperPad

Able to complete Multiplayer tutorial - hyperPong, Part 2

What is your favourite scene in a game?

Give an example of an Overlay.

Which do you prefer? Multiplayer or Singleplayer games?

Learning Outcome

SCENES & OVERLAYS

Discussion

Scenes

Overlays

Complete Multiplayer tutorial - hyperPong, Part 2

Assignment

HYPERPAD.COM

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”

- Albert Einstein



DISCUSSION

“What we learn with pleasure
we never forget.”
Alfred Mercier
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Define Scene;

Why are scenes important?

And what is app flow? 

Discussion
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Define Scene;

Why are scenes important?

And what is app flow? 

Scenes contain all the objects for your app and are a great way to organize

the different parts that make up your app.  For example, you can use a new

scene for each page of a book, levels in a game, or even the main menu for

your app.

Scenes are a great way to control the flow of your app. Take a game like

Angry Birds for example. The player starts the game, selects their level, and

progresses through the game until the game is complete.

If you break this down, each scene can be thought as a state in the game

that you progress through like a story.

Discussion
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Title Scene

Level Select

Scene

Level 1 Level 2 Final Level

Ending Scene



ASSIGNMENT

“Children are apt to live up to
what you believe of them.”
Lady Bird Johnson
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Scenes
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Constructing a Scene 

Scenes are constructed with Objects and Layers.

Objects

Objects are graphics, particles, and sounds  which have been

dragged on to the Canvas. 

See Importing Assets for more information on importing different

assets.

Layers

 A layer is simply one set of objects stacked on top of another and

provide you a flexible yet simple way to determine what order things

are drawn in. Layers also allow you to work on one set of objects

without affecting the objects stacked above or below the current

layer. You can learn more about the layer system by viewing the

Layers help documentation.
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Scenes
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Adding a Scene

You can add a new scene from the Project Menu. Tap the Project

Menu icon in the corner to open the menu and view your list of scenes

or to add a new scene. Draw an Arrow to the Layer Scene.

The Project Menu is split in 2 categories. Scenes, and Overlays. When

adding a Scene, make sure you are in the Scene section of the Project

Menu.

To add a scene, simply tap the "___________" button at the top of

the list of your existing scenes.

HYPERPAD.COM

Remember, any object on the Global UI layer will also appear on

this new. Global Behaviours and Global Properties will also affect

the new scene.



Scenes

HYPERPAD.COM

Adding a Scene

You can add a new scene from the Project Menu. Tap the Project

Menu icon in the corner to open the menu and view your list of scenes

or to add a new scene. Draw an Arrow to the Layer Scene.

The Project Menu is split in 2 categories. Scenes, and Overlays. When

adding a Scene, make sure you are in the Scene section of the Project

Menu.

To add a scene, simply tap the "+ Add Scene" button at the top of

the list of your existing scenes.

HYPERPAD.COM

Remember, any object on the Global UI layer will also appear on

this new. Global Behaviours and Global Properties will also affect

the new scene.



Overlays
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A __________ overlay,  

A __________ overlay. 

Overlays are commonly used for _____ menus, game ___ screens,

_____ screens, or any other sub menu. By default hyperPad includes

two overlays for you; 

These two supplied overlays are set to "______" when your project

starts for faster performance

HYPERPAD.COM

For performance reasons you want to avoid having too many
preloading overlays. Additionally you want to avoid having too
many objects, and too many behaviours on your overlays. 

The more objects and behaviours you have, the longer it can
take to load your overlay. If preloading is off and you try to
load a complex overlay you may notice a delay until your
overlay becomes visible.



Overlays
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Loading Overlays

Think of overlays like a stack of cards. Each overlay opened overlay is

like a new card that sits in front of the last. If you ____ an overlay, it

will reveal the overlay _____. If there are no overlays open below,

then it will reveal the _______ scene.

You can start an overlay by using the Load Overlay behaviour. The

load overlay behaviour will launch an overlay in front of your current

scene, or overlay.

HYPERPAD.COM

______________
______________
______________

The Load Overlay behaviour has 3 options;
 



Overlays

HYPERPAD.COM

Select Transition:

Select Overlay: 

Pause: 

Closing Overlays:

HYPERPAD.COM



Overlays
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Unload: 

The Unload toggle switch will unload the overlay from memory. This

means the next time you want to open the overlay you will need to

wait while it loads. You typically only want to unload overlays that will

no longer be used and to free up resources for a new scene or

overlay to preload.

Resume All: 

The Resume All toggle, will automatically resume all overlays and the

scene behind the overlay. By default, the overlay (or scene) below is

automatically unpaused when the overlay is closed. If this toggle is on,

it will not only resume the overlay behind, but all overlays as well. It is

only necessary in very specific situations.
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Overlays
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A pause menu overlay,  

A Game Over overlay. 

Overlays are commonly used for pause menus, game over screens,

start screens, or any other sub menu. By default hyperPad includes

two overlays for you; 

These two supplied overlays are set to "Preload" when your project

starts for faster performance

HYPERPAD.COM

For performance reasons you want to avoid having too many
preloading overlays. Additionally you want to avoid having too
many objects, and too many behaviours on your overlays. 

The more objects and behaviours you have, the longer it can
take to load your overlay. If preloading is off and you try to
load a complex overlay you may notice a delay until your
overlay becomes visible.



Overlays
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Loading Overlays

Think of overlays like a stack of cards. Each overlay opened overlay is

like a new card that sits in front of the last. If you close an overlay, it

will reveal the overlay behind. If there are no overlays open below,

then it will reveal the running scene.

You can start an overlay by using the Load Overlay behaviour. The

load overlay behaviour will launch an overlay in front of your current

scene, or overlay.

HYPERPAD.COM

Select Transition, 
Select Overlay, 
Pause toggle.

The Load Overlay behaviour has 3 options;
 



Overlays

HYPERPAD.COM

Select Transition:

Select Overlay: 

Pause: 

The Select Transition option allows you to animate your overlay in

view. For example, the "Fade" option will fade your overlay instead of

appearing instantly. 

The Select Overlay option allows you to select any overlay to open.

See "Adding a New Scene" to learn how to create a new scene or

overlay for your project. 

The Pause toggle switch allows you to pause anything behind the

overlay. If the toggle is off, the selected overlay will be visible while

your scene is active behind. Note that you can not interact with

anything behind an overlay, whether or not it is paused.

Closing Overlays:

Use the Close Overlay behaviour to close the front most open overlay.

In most cases, each overlay should be responsible for closing it self.

This means you typically want the Close Overlay behaviour to be

triggered on each overlay you have.
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Define Layers 

Understand how Backgrounds function 

Able to complete Multiplayer tutorial - hyperPong, Part 3

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”

- Albert Einstein

What are Layers in hyperPad?

What are Backgrounds?

Play your completed game with a friend! Share your project, custom your

animations

Learning Outcome

LAYERS & BACKGROUNDS

Discussion

Layers 

Backgrounds 

How to import custom graphics 

Assignment
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DISCUSSION

“School prepares you for the
real world…which also bites.” 
Jim Benton
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Discussion

What are Layers in hyperPad?

What is your favourite background?

Play your completed game with a friend! Share your project,

custom your animations

HYPERPAD.COM

Draw your background here



Discussion

What are Layers in hyperPad?

What is your favourite background?

Play your completed game with a friend! Share your project,

custom your animations

A layer is simply one set of objects stacked on top of another. This lets

you work on one set of objects without affecting the objects stacked

above or below the current layer. 

Layers also prevents objects from physically interacting with objects

on different layers, so you could have a bunch of mice running into

each other but not running into the main character.

HYPERPAD.COM

Draw your background here



ASSIGNMENT
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“I think you learn more if you’re
laughing at the same time.”
Mary Ann Shaffer
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Layers

hyperPad supports multiple layers. By default, a background layer

and 2 UI layers are automatically created for you. If no other layer is

created or selected, all objects will be placed on these layers.

Layers also prevents objects from physically interacting with objects

on different layers, so you could have a bunch of mice running into

each other but not running into the main character.

Lets take a look at the Layer interface. Draw an arrow to "Layers".
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Backgrounds

This tutorial will go over the 2 most common ways. The easiest way is

to use the built in Background function. From the Top Tool Bar, select

the “Scene Settings” option, and then choose "Background"

1

The bottom rectangle represents the current colour for the

background. By default the background is black. Tap the rectangle to

open the colour palate and choose a new background colour.

2



HYPERPAD.COM

Layers

hyperPad supports _____ layers. By default, _____________ and

_ UI layers are automatically created for you. If no other layer is

created or selected, all objects will be placed on these layers.

Layers also prevents objects from ________ interacting with objects

on different layers, so you could have a bunch of mice running into

each other but not running into the main character.

Lets take a look at the Layer interface. Draw an arrow to "Layers".
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Backgrounds

This tutorial will go over the 2 most common ways. The easiest way is

to use the built in ________ function. From the Top Tool Bar, select

the “__________” option, and then choose "________"

The bottom rectangle represents the current colour for the

background. By default the background is _____. Tap the rectangle

to open the colour palate and choose a new background colour.

1

2
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hyperPad's Team
Contact our Team for more information

HyperPad Founder(s)

Marketing Coordinator

Animations by

Hamed Saadat

hsaadat@hyperpad.com

Murtaza Saadat

msaadat@hyperpad.com

Krystal Yee

krystal@hyperpad.com

RobinsonX

robinson.x@hyperpad.com
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